Introduction
The automation ot analytical processes is becoming an increasingly important area in analytical chemistry and is a response to the growing complexity of the problems faced and to the need to cut down on expenses on analytical control.
If, in general, it is important to replace the human in laboratory work, then the automation of processes based on dynamic measurements is essential in order to avoid both determinate and indeterminate errors. Presently, it is common to automate one or more of the steps in the analytical processmpreliminary operations, signal measurement, and data acquisition and treatmentmby kinetic measurements.
Despite their significance, the kinetic aspects ofanalytical chemistry have not been dealt with systematically to date [1, 2] . Kinetics obtained whose envelope, in the shape of a typical kinetic curve, provides interesting kinetic information on the system, in addition to the data related to the analyte concentration [7] [8] [9] [10] . (d) The three most interesting possibilities of this type are: (1) splitting the injected sample into two subplugs which pass through the reactor to the cells; the subplugs are aligned with the optical path of a single detector (this is used for speciation of chromium in waters [11] ). (2) Dual injection valve, which inserts the sample into two channels of different length which merge prior to the detector, and has allowed the development of a method for the differential-kinetic determination of copper and mercury [12] . (3) figure 3(a) [15] . Parallel detectors can be used with the aid of a dual valve, or with single injection and splitting of the flow, as indicated in figure 3 (b) [16 and 17] .
A system which performs more complex multidetection than that illustrated in figure 2(c) has been described by Hooley and Dessy [18] . It consists of a quartz reactor tube which incorporates a series ofindependent detection units, each of which has a LED and a photodetector, thereby allowing all of the system's kinetic data (absorbance-time) to be captured. The system is adequate for both calculation of rate constants and for kinetic determinations. Stopped-flow techniques (although they should not strictly be included in this report) are briefly discussed because of their relationship to flow systems (not continuous flow). Figure 4(a) shows the scheme of an instrument used by Malmstadt et al. [19] [26] . The scheme in figure 5(b) was also proposed by these authors for the determination of the activity of glutamic oxalacetic transferase. It is a sui generis kinetic method since measurements are based on the difference between two values of the analytical signal, a difference which does not arise from a time difference between them, which would result in a greater extent of reaction, but from a temperature difference, which results in a different reaction rate in the subsystems through which the sample-reagents mixture circulates. The configuration involves splitting of the flow after samplereagent mixing and keeping the coils at different temperatures in such a way that when each subplug attains its respective flow-cell, the reaction has developed to a different extent, resulting in an absorbance increase which is actually the parameter measured [27] .
